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Walking into my great-uncle Billy's crossroads store
in northwest Alabama was like a step back in time.

oth Uncle Billy and his store were dinosaurs, remnants
of a simpler, gentler era that had passed into memory.
The store carried everything from groceries and

animal feeds to trapping supplies as well as a small
selection of fishing and hunting gear. My favorite
section was the small rough hewn gun rack behind

the cash register, which had spaces for six firearms,
and they were usually the same selection, a model 94

Winchester in 30/30, a model 70 Winchester in .270 and my
favorite, a Savage model 99 in .250 Savage along with three
shotguns.

,25® Savage/250-3000
To me, the .250 Savage was an exotic caliber to find in

Alabama. When I would ask Uncle Billy about
the caliber, he would start ranting about
how great a caliber it was before "those
ignoramuses at Savage messed it up

and changed the name to cover
themselves." He had

The 7X57 is very accurate & effective
particularly when handioaded.
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The .250 Savage is small but
mighty for medium game.

bought a model 99 in
250-3000 a number
of years previously
and used it with great

- success on whitetail
and didn't see a reason
to change anything
about it, much less
the name. Uncle Billy's
disdain for the name
change sparked an

interest in me to learn more about the subject.
The 250-3000 was designed by Charles Newton who sold the

rights to Savage Arms. The original name was based on the
25-caliber case and the fact it sent an 87-grain bullet down
range at 3000 fps. Mr. Newton believed a 100-grain bullet at
2800 fps maximized the cartridge in terms of accuracy and
killing power. He was right. In its day, the .250 Savage was a
potent round for whitetail, mule and blacktail deer as well as
antelope, sheep and caribou. Sighted in dead on at 200 yards,
the 100-grain bullet is 1.8 inches high at 100 yards and -8 inches
at 300 yards. Savage still builds a bolt action rifle in the caliber
and it's a fairly popular caliber for custom rifles.

Uncle Billy knew nothing about marketing, so he would not
have understood why Savage put their name on it.

7x57, Mauser,
7mm Spanish Mauser, .275 Migby

As time passed, I found myself buying a new deer rifle every
year in a caliber I did not own and then I would hand-load it
until I got maximum performance and accuracy. I soon bought a
Ruger 7x57 because of the many articles I read about it growing
up. The fairly flat trajectory and manageable recoil made it a
great round for deer and antelope as well as caribou, sheep
and goats. The famous African hunter W.D.M. Bell killed 1,011
elephants with the .275 Rigby using full-metal-jacket military
rounds to reach the brain.

Used as a military and sporting round worldwide, it became
known by different names in different places. The British gun
maker, John Rigby, made it more confusing by naming it the
.275 Rigby. He measured the bore across the lands of a 7x57 rifle,
found it to be .275 and renamed the caliber after himself.

My reloading mentor, Dan Houston, and I worked together to
develop a load for my rifle that was basically the same ballistics
as the .270 while pushing a 140-grain Nosier partition bullet.
Not only was the load fast, but it was also accurate with three
shot groups well under one inch. I took a 200-pound mule deer
with a 20-inch spread later that year in Wyoming at 150 yards
with one shot. The buck only traveled 20 yards along the rimrock
before going down.

No matter what you call it, the 7x57 is still on the scene,
offering great performance and accuracy without kicking your
teeth in.

,280 Remington/7mm Express
The .280 Remington/7mm Express is another good example

of cartridge confusion. Introduced in 1957 by Remington
to compete with the .270 Winchester in ballistics and sales,
the round was available only in their pump and auto rifles.

The .280 Remington is an excellent choice for
all North America game, except the big bears.

Remington took
a wildcat round
called the 7mm/06,
which was a 30/06
case necked down
to 7mm and
named the round
.280 Remington.
Never mind the
actual diameter is
.284. Confused yet?

The .280 sold fairly well for a number of years but Remington,
in 1979, thought it would sell better if it was renamed the 7mm
Express. To me, 7mm Express is a much "sexier" name, but sales
did not catch fire and Remington renamed it the .280 after a
year. At that time, the velocity was advertised as 100 fps faster
than in the past. Remington explained that was the result of
slower burning powders that were not available when the
cartridge was created. The greater velocity helped spur the sales
of the "new" .280.

Cartridge confusion aside, the .280 Remington/7mm Express
is one of the best cartridges for North American game along
with the 30/06. It will take anything on the continent except the
big bears. There are much better factory loads available now,
particularly with premium bullets for larger game than when
I bought my .280 some 20 years ago. If you are a hand-loader,
you can load it close to 7mm Remington magnum ballistics but
without the extra recoil and muzzle blast. I would not advise
anyone to get a .280 if they already have a .270. However, if you
need a new rifle, there is no finer all-around big game caliber. Jf

SHOTGUN CHOKE TUBES

Get your limit!
Don't be limited by your shotgun and/or choke tube-

Get your limit with Colonial Arms choke tubes
With bird season upon us, it is a time for fun, excitement and of course limits. With
Colonial Arms choke tubes, you can have all! Colonial Arms offers a wide variety of
choke tubes for the hunting enthusiast. Among the most popular are the 2"
extended ported style in Cylinder to Full constrictions and the 3/8" extended
Sporting/Field style in Cylinder to Full constrictions.

Along with these, Colonial Arms offers many more choke tubes
& styles for most major shotgun manufacturers in 10,12,16,20,28
and 410 gauges.

Call today or visit online at www.colonialarms.com & be
ready for the season-whichever season you enjoy.

"What's in your barrel?"
Catalogs available on request

Please call 800-949-8088 or visit www.colonialarms.com.
Tel: 800-949-8088,251-580-5000 • Fax:251-580-5006

Email: colonialarms@bellsouth.net
1504 Hwy 31 S. • PO Box 250 • Bay Minette, AL 36507


